
Volunteering at Sophia Hubs Seven Kings: 
Time bank broker

Sophia Hubs Seven Kings is seeking to recruit a team of volunteers to support its work.  This 
important new community enterprise wishes to use the skills and talents of local residents to 
work with us.  We are a learning organisation running a pilot and would like our volunteers to 
play a part in the continual evaluation, learning and re-shaping of the various strands of the 
work.

Procedure
Recruitment will be by interview based on the personal profiles and role descriptions - this is 
quite informal.  We will need 2 personal references and they will be followed-up. You will be 
given an induction and receive a volunteer pack, support and an annual review. We are 
developing our volunteer management procedures over time.

Role description
To be part of a team to support the Coordinator to 'create and develop an active and 
vibrant time bank involving high numbers of diverse residents, that learns and develops 
as it goes along'.

• Publicise and promote the time bank using your own community connections
• Encourage new people to join
• Help potential members to identify the skills they have to offer
• Help potential members to identify what skills they would like to use
• Support people to sign up and start using the time bank
• Use the time bank database to input data and monitor activity 
• Follow up with members after using the time bank for monitoring and support
• To contribute to time bank review and development meetings
• To keep records of your volunteer input and keep the Coordinator updated
• To work flexibly as part of a team

Volunteer profile
(a) A person who understands and is enthused by the aims/objectives of time bank 
(b) has good communication skills and able to build rapport easily 
(c) has experience of working in culturally diverse settings with sensitivity
(d) is confident to meet and engage with new people
(e) good understanding of boundaries and confidentiality 
(f) able to work as part of a team 
(g) good organisational and time keeping skills 
(h) able to keep good records, including own volunteering input 
(i) is confident in the role with minimal supervision
(j) willing to be part of the development and review meetings 
(k) willing to give and receive feedback on the role 
(l) is reliable.

Please get in touch if you are interested in this role or other volunteering opportunities.

Ros Southern 07707 460309/0208 599 2568   blog: http://sophiahubs7k.wordpress.com/ 
E: ros.southern@sophiahubs.com  T:@sophiahubs7k   FB: Sophia Hubs Seven Kings 
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